Abstract. In order to perform large scale numerical simulation of wave propagation in 3D heterogeneous multiscale elastic media Finite Difference techniques and its parallel implementation based on domain decomposition is used. A couple of typical statements of borehole geophysics are dealt with -sonic log and crosswell measurements. Both of them are essentially multiscale, that is claim to take into account heterogeneities of extremely different sizes in order to provide reliable results of simulations. Locally refined spatial grids help us to avoid use of redundantly tiny grid cells in a target area, but cause some troubles with uniform load of Processor Units involved in computations. We present results of scalability tests together with results of numerical simulations for both statements performed for some realistic models.
Introduction
The most effective way to improve resolving ability of any wave images is to increase dominant frequency of a sounding pulse. But the Earth is not a perfectly elastic body and seismic waves attenuate and disperse during propagation. In order to describe attenuation usually parameter known as Quality Factor is used -in time frequency domain it is equal to relative loss of elastic energy per unit cycle/per unit volume. Both fields and laboratory experiments prove that this parameter can be treated as independent on time frequency for rather wide frequency range ([2] . Therefore the higher is the dominant frequency of a source pulse the shorter is the distance with reliable level of signal-to-noise ratio. So, in order to get an image with high resolution there is necessary to place acquisition system as close to the target object as possible.
The paper deal with the following borehole based geophysical methods:
-Sonic Log -sources and receivers are within the same borehole and the main task is to recover near well-bore vicinity. -Cross-hole tomography -sources and receivers are placed within adjacent boreholes encircling a target object.
Preliminary considerations force us to conclude that the only way to perform full-scale numerical 3D simulation of wave processes involved in these methods can be implemented on the base of parallel computations only.
Parallel Implementation
The first step of parallel implementation consists in distribution of tasks among Processor Units (PU). In order to do that we perform Domain Decomposition (DD) and assign each of obtained subdomain to a single PU [1] . Special attention should be paid to analysis of scalability of software developed for simulation . This analysis was performed by the series of numerical experiments performed on the cluster HKC-160 (Siberian Supercomputer Center, Novosibirsk) made of 80 computation modules (hp Integrity rx1620 with two PU Intel Itanium 2, each of 1.6 Ghz, 3 Mb cache, 4 Gb RAM) connected via 24-port commutator InfiniBand (10 Gbot, Cluster Interconnect). Peak performance of the cluster is about 1 Tflop/s.
The first series of experiments was devoted to estimation of effectiveness of developed software. Toward this end radius and length of computational area were fixed and it was decomposed on different quantity of subdomains. Next, simulation was performed by different amount of PU. For each n the so-called effectiveness was calculated
where time(n) is computer time needed for simulation by n PU.
3 On the Fig.1a we present effectiveness computed for for two different lengths of computational area On the Fig.1a) one can see couple of effectiveness ef f (n) calculated for computational areas with two different lengths: the first one (circles) is two times less in comparison with the second one (squares).
The second series of numerical experiments was done in opposite manner -we fixed size of elementary subdomains but increased their quantity proportionally to quantity of PU. This result one can see on the Fig.1b .
The main conclusion is the following: the key parameters of effectiveness of developed software is size of subdomain assigned to PU. If it is fixed id does not matter how much of them is involved in simulation.
Numerical Experiments
For illustration let us consider simulation of some realistic model performed on the mentioned above cluster HKC-160 (24 PU involved).
The model itself can be seen on the Fig.2 and possesses the following detailed structure (numbers coincide with presented on the Fig.2a On the Fig.3 one can see snapshots with difference of stresses σ rr computed for the adjacent rocks with and without of crack. 
